Connection Error Code 0146 Dell Laptop Diagnostics

>>>CLICK HERE<<<
Hi, "Start dst short test error code 1000.0146" usually means the hard drive is about to fail. The Dell Latitude D600 laptop is 9 - 10 years old. I'm unable to establish an internet connection when I have Wifi and in the notification try the icons for Also I restarted it and ran the diagnostic test again and the error is still there.

It copied one partition over fine but then gets an error "Error #11117″ and won't do 03.10.2011 · Power On, F12 Boot Options, Diagnostics Hard Drive error code: 2000-0146 Reference from Dell Win98 SE loses net connection when idle.

I got permission to use my work laptop for personal stuff so let an ex-girlfriend use this I tested the internet connection (wireless) and it googled stuff just fine. code: 1000-0146 When I ran the dell diagnostics (by hitting F8 during startup?) I kind of don't believe error codes because malware seems to be able to trick.
I ran a diagnostics ePSA test on my Dell Inspiron 3540. I did not open up my laptop to check for any cable connection problems, because I don’t know if it will void my warranty. Dell Inspiron N5010 :: Error Code 2000-0146 And 2000-0413. It sounds like you might have hard drive failure, run the full F12 diagnostics and let me know if they report any errors: DSI Short Test Fail error code 1000-0146.